Tuning aromaticity patterns and electronic properties of armchair graphene nanoribbons with chemical edge functionalisation.
Tuning the band gap of graphene nanoribbons by chemical edge functionalisation is a promising approach towards future electronic devices based on graphene. The band gap is closely related to the aromaticity distribution and therefore tailoring the aromaticity patterns is a rational way for controlling the band gap. In the present work, it is shown how the three distinct classes of aromaticity patterns already found for armchair graphene nanoribbons can be rationally tuned by chemical edge functionalisation to modify their electronic arrangement and band gap. The electronic structure and the aromaticity distribution are studied using DFT calculations and through a series of delocalisation and geometry analysis methods, like the six-centre index (SCI) and the mean bond length (MBL) geometry descriptor. Novel aromaticity patterns are found for fluorine and nitrogen functionalisation characterised as inverted incomplete-Clar, and broken-Kekulé classes, while oxygen and nitrogen functionalisation is found to cut and extend the aromatic system, respectively. All these different arrangements of aromatic rings along the structure of graphene nanoribbons are explained using Clar's sextet theory, and a mesomeric effect mechanism for fluorine and nitrogen. In all cases, the changes in the aromaticity patterns are related to changes in the band gap. The energy and stability of the different edge functionalised graphene nanoribbons are also studied. An overall picture of edge effects, aromaticity patterns, and band gap tuning is provided.